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ABSTRACT: Water decontamination remains a challenge in several developed and
developing countries. Affordable and efficient approaches are needed urgently. In this
scenario, heterogeneous photocatalysts appear as one of the most promising alternatives.
This justifies the extensive attention that semiconductors, such as TiO2, have gained over
the last decades. Several studies have evaluated their efficiency for environmental
applications; however, most of these tests rely on the use of powder materials that have
minimal to no applicability for large-scale applications. In this work, we investigated three
fibrous TiO2 photocatalysts, TiO2 nanofibers (TNF), TiO2 on glass wool (TGW), and
TiO2 in glass fiber filters (TGF). All materials have macroscopic structures that can be
easily separated from solutions or that can work as fixed beds under flow conditions. We
evaluated and compared their ability to bleach a surrogate dye molecule, crocin, under
batch and flow conditions. Using black light (UVA/visible), our catalysts were able to
bleach a minimum of 80% of the dye in batch experiments. Under continuous flow
experiments, all catalysts could decrease dye absorption under shorter irradiation times: TGF, TNF, and TGW could, respectively,
bleach 15, 18, and 43% of the dye with irradiation times as short as 35 s. Catalyst comparison was based on the selection of physical
and chemical criteria relevant for application on water remediation. Their relative performance was ranked and applied in a radar
plot. The features evaluated here had two distinct groups, chemical performance, which related to the dye degradation, and
mechanical properties, which described their applicability in different systems. This comparative analysis gives insights into the
selection of the right flow-compatible photocatalyst for water remediation.

■ INTRODUCTION
Universal access to safe water is still a major challenge for
nations around the globe. According to the United Nations,
the lack of sufficient water treatment plants and sanitation is
responsible for letting more than 1.5 billion people consume
unsafe water every year.1 Human activities are one of the main
sources of contamination, introducing a growing number of
compounds into the water bodies. Such contaminants range
from pathogens, heavy metal ions, and organic pollutants.1−3

Among the latter are pharmaceuticals, endocrine disrupters,
personal care products, dyes, phenols, and benzene com-
pounds.1,4−6 Addressing this challenge calls for affordable and
efficient alternatives while being safe for humans and having
minimal environmental impact.
Among the most promising alternatives for water remedia-

tion, the use of heterogeneous catalysts is one of the most
developed alternatives due to their stability, low cost, and
nontoxicity. Since the discovery of photocatalytic water
splitting using TiO2, in 1972, by Honda and Fujishima,

7,8

this semiconductor had gained great attention for photo-
catalytic uses. It is widely used for energy purposes and
environmental applications.9−11 Its large band gap (3.19 eV)
gives it enough energy to perform catalytic reactions that

require large energy inputs, such as water oxidation and radical
formation. In particular, hydroxyl radicals and other radicals
originating from them are of great interest due to their high
antimicrobial nature,12 which also finds utilization in degrading
organic materials. These two applications combined can make
TiO2 a promising catalyst for water remediation.

13−15

Most of the research has been performed with powder TiO2,
frequently commercial P25 grade, which is mostly anatase
phase with particles of around 25 nm in size. This is generally
suitable for small-scale batch applications, and many
interesting “proof-of-concept″ reports are available.16−22 For
environmental applications, particularly if they involve water
treatment, batch strategies with powder catalysts are unlikely to
find practical applications. For this, flow methods are essential
for suitable scale-up to be viable. Further, if illumination is
required, batch systems present additional challenges because
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of limited light penetration and the need for surface exposure
to incident light. In our recent research, we have found that
fibrous materials, including TiO2-rich components have
excellent properties for flow catalysis, as they present a fixed
bed catalyst, that allows liquids to flow without loss of catalytic
materials.23 In a typical test, the fibrous material is not exposed
to mechanical challenges, so they simply need to be robust
enough to maintain their integrity in the presence of liquid
flow, a frequently reducing environment and simultaneous
illumination.23

Flow-suitable catalysts can be achieved by the preparation of
fibrous TiO2, such as nanofibers and microfibers,

24−26 or by
using a support material to deposit the TiO2 photocatalyst.
The latter is a supported catalyst. The in situ synthesis,
deposition, impregnation, and precipitation of catalytic
materials on inert surfaces introduce compatibility with flow
systems and thus easy separation from solutions. Some of the
supports developed include glass wool, glass beads, glass filters,
and cellulose filters.16,22,23,27−29

In our group, we are investigating the use of glass supports
for titanium dioxide, due to their inert, nontoxic, and
inexpensive characteristics. In this contribution, we tested
three TiO2-rich materials. The first one consists of TiO2 fibers
(about 1 μm diameter) produced by electrospinning
(TiO2NF). The other two materials are preceded by in situ
depositing TiO2 on glass fibers. In one of them, the substrate is
glass wool pretreated with APTES with fibers of about 10 μm
in diameter (TiO2@GW), and in the other, TiO2 was
deposited on glass filters, a fibrous cardboard-like material
consisting of glass fibers of about 100 nm in diameter. Our
tests include bleaching of an organic dye, crocin, which is the
pigment present in saffron. For illumination, we use 30 cm
long black light (UVA/Visible ∼400 nm), a safe source, that
emits at the edge of the absorption profile of TiO2. Our work
involves batch studies and a bench-scale flow system to
evaluate and compare these materials aiming at future
applications in large-scale flow systems. Here, we compared
and discussed the performance of those materials using
parameters such as flow compatibility, availability, convenience
(including synthesis), photochemical activity, mechanical
properties, and reusability.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Unless otherwise specified, all chemicals and

glass wool fibers were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used
without further purification. Glass fiber filters were purchased
from Pall Corporation and APTES (3-aminopropyl triethox-
ysilane) from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. (TCI).
Catalyst Preparation. TiO2 Nanofibers (TNF). A 10% PVP

(polyvinylpyrrolidone) solution was prepared in 20 mL of
ethanol (EtOH) with vigorous stirring for 2 h. A mixture of 5
mL (60 mM) of TiP (titanium isopropoxide) and 5 mL of
acetic acid was made by stirring them until a transparent
solution was obtained, which was then added to the PVP/
EtOH solution, followed by vigorous stirring for 8 h. This
polymeric solution was loaded into a 20 mL plastic syringe for
electrospinning. Fibers were spun applying a positive voltage of
18 kV at the needle tip with respect to the collector metal
(aluminum tray) with a tip to collector distance (TCD) of 12
cm. A syringe pump was used to flow the solution at a flow rate
of 1 mL/h. After the entire solution was spun, the collected
material was removed from the aluminum tray and calcined to

obtain anatase TiO2. The calcination was done under air, at
500 °C for 2 h.

TiO2@Glass Wool (TGW). A 10% PVP solution was
prepared in 20 mL of EtOH with vigorous stirring for 2 h. A
mixture of 5 mL (60 mM) of titanium isopropoxide and 5 mL
of acetic acid was made by stirring them until a transparent
solution was obtained, which was then added to the PVP/
EtOH solution, followed by vigorous stirring for 2 h. The TiO2
precursor solution was added to a 30 cm glass tube, with 1.5 g
of HCl (6 M) and APTES-treated glass wool as previously
described.23 The solution was stirred using a rotator overnight
at room temperature; the slow rotation ensured adequate
mixing without mechanical stress for the fibers. After this
period, the glass wool was removed and carefully washed 3×
with EtOH and 3× with distilled water and left to dry in an
oven at 80 °C overnight. The dry TGW was then calcined
under air using a tube furnace heated at 500 °C for 2 h,
followed by 5 min at 600 °C. The material was left to cool
down at room temperature, washed 5× or until a clear solution
is obtained with distilled water, and dried at 80 °C.

TiO2@glass Filter (TGF). A TGF catalyst was synthesized
directly onto the glass fiber filter. Glass fibers (with long fibers
about 300 nm in diameter) were cut by hand into strips (0.60
cm in width and ranging from 5.50 to 25.0 cm in length) using
ceramic scissors to avoid contamination. These were weighed
and placed in an aluminum foil tray. Once in the tray, 3−5 mL
of TiP was added on both sides of the filter strips to ensure
saturation. Following this, the aluminum tray was filled with
deionized water. The saturated strips were left submerged in
water for 15 min, on each side. The loaded filter strips were
then removed from the aluminum tray and placed between two
sheets of aluminum foil. Using a clothing iron, the sandwiched
filter strips were ironed at medium heat (140−160 °C) until
dry. To obtain anatase TiO2, the dried glass filter strips of TiO2
supported on the glass fiber filter paper were placed inside a
tube furnace and heated at 500 °C for 2 h, followed by 5 min
at 600 °C. The material was left to cool down at room
temperature, washed 5× or until a clear solution is obtained
with distilled water, and dried at 80 °C.
Photocatalytic Activity. The photocatalytic performance

of the three catalysts was evaluated using UVA/visible black
light composed of nine LEDs with maximum emission at 400
nm (Viugreum). The irradiance of each LED was measured at
a 3 cm distance using a spectroradiometer (Luzchem, SPR-
4002, Ottawa, Canada). The energy distribution for a single
LED is described in Table 1.

Characterization. SEM images were acquired using a JSM-
7500F field emission scanning electron microscope from JEOL
Ltd. Elemental identification mapping was done using a Zeiss
Gemini SEM 500 equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray
spectrometer (EDS) system (QUANTAX, Bruker). Diffuse
reflectance (DR) measurements were carried out in VARIAN
Cary 100 UV−vis spectrophotometer coupled with an

Table 1. Energy Distribution of a Single LED Measured
with a Spectroradiometer

region power W/m2

UVB traces
UVA 12.9
visible 5.1
total 18.0
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integrating sphere accessory, and absorption spectroscopy was
performed in a Cary-60 UV-visible spectrophotometer. Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were obtained on a Nicolet
IS5 FTIR spectrometer equipped with an iD7 attenuated total
reflectance (ATR) accessory. For each sample, 64 scans were
recorded with resolution of 4 cm−1. Powder X-ray diffraction
analysis was carried out at room temperature on a Rigaku
Ultima IV powder diffractometer in Bregg Brentano geometry,
using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å). Two theta range of 20−
90° was covered with 0.02° step width and 0.5°/min scan
speed. The specific surface area was measured using the
Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) N2 isotherms collected on a
Micromeritics 3Flex adsorption analyzer at 77 K (liquid N2
bath). Prior to measurements, all samples (0.030−0.050 g)
were activated using a Micromeritics Smart VacPrep under a
high vacuum at 100 °C for 24 h. We aimed to study the charge
separation using a photoluminescence technique. But the glass
wool utilized has luminescence that interferes with the
emission from TiO2 (Figure S13); thus, we decided not to
use this technique to compare the photocatalysts used.
Degradation of an Organic Dye. The photocatalytic

activity of the fibrous TiO2 materials was evaluated by
following the photodegradation of crocin (C44H64O24, see
Scheme S1); we note that “degradation” does not imply
complete mineralization. The reaction vessel was maintained at
ambient temperature. In a typical experiment, aqueous
solutions of crocin (5 mL, 8.1 μM) were mixed with the
fibrous TiO2 catalysts in a glass vial. Since each material has
different TiO2 loading, we weighed the materials to obtain a
final concentration of 10 mg/mL of TiO2 in the solution. The
solutions were stirred constantly, using a microplate shaker.
Before irradiation, the suspension was kept in the dark to
establish adsorption/desorption equilibrium. At 30 min
intervals, 1 mL of the suspension was collected, and dye
absorbance was measured. The change in absorbance at 440
nm was plotted against time.
Degradation under an inert atmosphere was run similarly to

the batch experiments. Samples were purged with N2 for 20
min prior to illumination. During the 3 h of the experiment,
samples had N2 balloons attached to guarantee the inert
atmosphere.
We note that methylene blue is a frequent choice for

photodegradation work. However, we noted that methylene
blue absorbs strongly on glass-based materials, thus masquer-
ading as dark bleaching of the dye. This led to the choice of
crocin as the dye for degradation studies.
Reuse of TiO2 Catalysts. To study the reusability of the

catalysts, all of the experimental parameters were kept
constant, and the experiments were repeated for 5 sets using
the same catalyst and fresh dye solutions. After each
photodegradation assay, the catalyst was rinsed with distilled
water to remove any organic contaminant. The catalysts were
dried at 100 °C overnight before each use.
Continuous Flow Degradation. Flow experiments were

performed in a bench-scale system. Catalysts were placed
inside a 15.9 cm long tube (I.D.: 3 mm) connected through a
PVC tubing (I.D.: 4 mm). Catalyst amounts were set to obtain
8 mg of TiO2 inside the tube. A total volume of 20 mL of
crocin solution was fed into the system using a syringe pump
(NE-300 Just Infusion Syringe Pump) at 10, 30, 50, or 100
mL/h. The solution flowed in the dark until a steady state was
achieved. For irradiation experiments, the tube was placed
between two UVA/Visible black light, and three LEDs from

each lamp were used as light sources, while the other six LEDs
were covered with aluminum foil. Residence time (the time in
which the solution spends in contact with the catalyst and is
exposed to light) was determined by dividing the volume of the
flow tube by the flow rate. Note that due to the different
volumes filled by catalyst itself, the total liquid capacity inside
of the tube is different for each material. The total exposure
(from three LEDs) is thus three times that indicated in Table
1. The outlet samples were examined every minute using a
Cary-60 spectrometer equipped with a flow cuvette that allows
in-line monitoring. The absorbance at λ = 440 nm was
recorded and compared with the initial absorbance of the
crocin solution.
High-performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC)

Analysis. To evaluate the resulting solution, from the single-
pass flow experiment, we irradiated an aqueous solution of
crocin 1 mM in the presence of TGW until 90% of bleaching
was observed. The treated solution was then evaluated using
high-performance chromatography. HPLC was performed on
an Agilent 1260 infinity II series HPLC instrument, using a
ZORBAX SB-C18 column (2.1 × 50 mm−1.8 μm particle
size). Acetonitrile and water were used as mobile phase using
the gradual change from 10:90 (acetonitrile:water) to 80:20 at
a of flow rate of 1 mL/h.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization. The use of photocatalysts in water

remediation is generally limited by their powder morphology,
which makes it hard to separate them from solution and is not
suitable for flow reactors. Knowing the importance and
effectiveness of TiO2, we designed three new fibrous TiO2
materials that are compatible with flow systems. For all
materials, TiO2 was fabricated in situ using titanium
isopropoxide as a precursor, followed by calcination. Titanium
dioxide nanofibers (TNF) were made up of only TiO2. The
two catalysts on glass supports, TiO2 on glass wool (TGW)
and on glass filter (TGF) had TiO2 loading determined
gravimetrically. TGW has 48% and TGF has 62% of the
semiconductor. Photographs of the materials can be found in
Figure S1; all fibrous materials have large macroscopic
structures and can be easily removed from the reactions
using tweezers or stay in flow tubes without moving with the
solutions. TiO2 nanofibers were made with support polymer
(PVP), which was used to give the viscosity to the precursor
solution, allowing it to be electrospun and as support for the
semiconductor precursor. Before calcination, fibers had an
average diameter of 1.5 μm (±0.3 μm) (Figure S3A), which
decreased to 0.98 μm (±0.4 μm) after annealing. Macroscopi-
cally, the fibers had a flake-like shape and were very light.
Using the same polymer support (PVP) and precursor

solution for the nanofibers, we loaded TiO2 to the APTES-
treated glass wool (9.4 ± 1.8 μm), giving the catalyst a fibrous
support. APTES was bonded to the glass through the silicon
moieties, leaving free amino groups on the glass surface, which
undergo hydrogen bonding with the available hydroxyl groups
on TiO2.

30 Calcination at 500 °C allows the formation of
crystalline TiO2 without damaging the glass. Tests with
different annealing temperatures (data not shown) demon-
strated that at temperatures closer to the GW melting point
(680 °C), the semiconductor had better adherence to the
support. Thus, we selected a short time at 600 °C to avoid the
conversion of anatase into the rutile form of TiO2. After
synthesis, TiO2 can be seen covering and connecting the glass
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wool fibers (Figure 1B). Close-up photos comparing the
original support and the final material highlight the presence of

a TiO2 net in the fabricated material (Figure S2). Using SEM,
we can also observe that TiO2 formed a film-like coverage on
the fibers (Figure 1B). At breakage spots, the fiber and its
coating are readily distinguishable. The location of the
semiconductor on the glass support is further confirmed
using EDS mapping (Figure S4).
The third material, TiO2@glass filter (TGF), used

commercially available glass fiber filters as a support. Originally

the glass fibers had a diameter of 0.36 μm with a polydisperse
size distribution. After TiO2 addition, we can see that the
photocatalyst was deposited between the glass fibers on the
support (Figures 1C and S5). Moreover, even after the TiO2
treatment, the final material maintained the macroscopic
features of the original glass filter (Figure S1). Different from
the previous TGW, no APTES treatment was required in this
case since the intricate glass fiber arrangement was able to
retain the semiconductor.
FITR spectra of the fiber photocatalysts can be found in the

Supporting Information (Figure S7). For the materials
containing glass (TGW and TGF), we can see the character-
istic bands for silicate glass, with the prominent vibration band
at ∼1000 cm−1 for the asymmetric stretch of Si−O, the weak
band at ∼800 cm−1 assigned to the Si−O bending, and the
band at ∼480 cm−1 corresponding to the rocking bend of Si−
O−Si. Note that the vibration at ∼1000 cm−1 is shifted
between the two glass materials (GW and GF). This band is
the most sensitive to changes in the structure since it is affected
by the Si−O−Si bonding angle. In all samples containing TiO2
(TNF, TGF, and TGW), we see the band corresponding to
Ti−O stretching located at ∼438 cm−1. In glass containing
samples, this band is overlapped with the Si−O−Si rocking
vibration from the support.
X-ray diffractograms reveal that all materials are composed

of the anatase crystalline phase, which is the most photo-
catalytically active.31−34 The position of the peaks at 2θ = 25.4,
37.9, 48.1, 55.05, 55.2, and 62.9° correspond to the respective
planes (101), (004), (200), (105), (211), and (204) of
tetragonal anatase TiO2 (JCPDS: 01-073-1754), Figure 2A.
Using the Scherrer equation, we calculated the crystalline sizes
of the photocatalysts finding 13.2, 10.3, and 9.5 nm for TNF,
TGW, and TGF, respectively. Interestingly, TGW and TGF,
which were treated at 600 °C for 5 min did not show any peak
corresponding to the rutile phase, which is the most thermally
stable form. Lastly, optical properties were measured with
diffuse reflectance. As expected for anatase TiO2, all three
materials have strong absorbance in the UVA range (Figure
2B) with band gaps between 3.12 and 3.22 eV (Figure S8), in
agreement with typical values for anatase TiO2. The emission
of the light source chosen for the experiments can also be seen
in Figure 2b (dashed line). The maximum at 400 nm matches
with the absorption tail of the nanostructures, utilizing the
photocatalyst ability of this semiconductor while keeping
emission at a safer wavelength for users.
Part of the catalyst efficiency is defined by its surface area.

To compare these catalysts, we analyzed the N2 isotherms
using the Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) method to obtain
their specific surface area (SSA). All materials revealed typical
type IV isotherms (according to IUPAC classification) with a
hysteresis loop (capillary condensation).35 Table 2 summarizes
the results for all of the fibrous materials, before and after TiO2
treatment (when applicable). The first observation is the
difference between the SSA of both glass supports alone, glass
filter and glass wool. The larger surface area of the glass fiber
filters justifies the higher loading of TiO2 when compared with
TGW. Moreover, for the glass wool, the addition of APTES
not only created better adherence to TiO2 but also led to some
increase in the surface area of the material.
TGF had the higher surface area out of the three TiO2-rich

materials with 25.02 m2/g, followed by TGW and TNF with
17.4 and 15.8 m2/g, respectively. Part of this difference is
justified by the crystallite sizes of each material, where smaller

Figure 1. Representative SEM images of fibrous TiO2: (A) TiO2
nanofibers (TNF), (B) TiO2 deposited on a glass wool fiber (TGW),
and (C) TiO2 deposited on glass filter fibers (TGF). All of the SEM
images were taken after material calcination at 500 °C.
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crystallite sizes lead to larger SSA.36 Among the three
materials, TGF had the smaller average crystallite sizes (9.5
nm). Another reason is the presence and type of glass support.
We can see that GF alone had already a large surface area that
was impregnated with the semiconductor. Interestingly, for
both glass-supported catalysts, the addition of TiO2 increased
the total surface area of the material, which is due to the higher
porosity of TiO2, when compared to the glass supports.
Crocin Degradation. While all of the catalysts are flow-

compatible, we developed a set of batch experiments in small
batch systems to evaluate catalyst performance. We used

crocin, a carotenoid extracted from Saffron, as a surrogate
molecule. The high presence of delocalized electrons makes it
strongly absorbent in the visible range with a maximum at 440
nm (Figure S14�dashed line). Under light irradiation (λ
∼400 nm, 18 W/m2 for each of the nine LEDs), crocin
solution alone (8.1 μM in water) bleaches slowly, ∼20% during
3 h of light exposure (Figure S9), probably mediated by singlet
oxygen.37,38

The dye solution and catalysts were incubated in the dark
for 3 h to allow adsorption equilibration. Change in
absorbance in the dark can be seen in Figure 3A. The dark
adsorption order followed the SSA order for all of the materials
(Figure 4). Catalysts were impregnated with the yellow dye, in

Figure 2. (A) X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns of the
produced fibrous materials: TiO2 NF (red), TiO2@GF (blue), and
TiO2@GW (black) and the PDF card 01-073-1764 pattern. (B)
Normalized diffuse reflectance of the fibrous TiO2 materials (solid
line) and emission of the black light used in the experiments (dashed
line). Tauc plots are shown in Figure S8.

Table 2. Specific Surface Area (m2/g) of the Fibrous
Catalysts and Their Support Materials (If Applicable)a

sample SSA (m2/g)

TNF 15.8 ± 0.2
GF 20.2 ± 0.4
TGF 25.0 ± 0.7
GW 6.8 ± 0.2
APTES-GW 12.4 ± 0.2
TGW 17.4 ± 0.3

aObtained by BET analysis of the N2 adsorption−desorption
isotherms acquired at 77 K.

Figure 3. (A) Crocin bleaching rates, in the dark (black) and under
irradiation using a black light (red), in the presence of the fibrous
TiO2-rich materials. Crocin remaining based on the absorbance at 440
nm over time. (B) Decay of crocin absorption as a function of time in
the presence of the fibrous TiO2-rich materials. Insert: slope ratio and
the difference between dark and light treatment for the three fibrous
catalysts. Slopes (rates) are based on the last three points (black heavy
line) before turning on the 400 nm light and the three points
immediately after the lights are turned on (red heavy line). All rates in
units of 10−6 min−1.
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particular TGF that had the highest surface area (Figure S10),
proving that the bleaching in the dark is due to adsorption on
the photocatalyst.
As the light was turned on (at 200 min), the degradation

rate increased (Figure 3B), and after 3 h of irradiation (18 W/
m2), the maximum absorbance dropped 84% in the presence of
TNF, 85% for TGW, and 92% for TGF. It is noteworthy that
the higher degradation rates are related to the materials
showing absorption profiles that overlap better with the
excitation wavelengths (cf t. Figures 2B and S7). Mechanisti-
cally, irradiation on the photocatalyst generates electron−hole
pairs, which can, respectively, reduce and oxidize other
molecules such as water, O2, and the dye itself. TiO2-mediated
organic dye degradation is a result of the redox reactions
mediated by the photogenerated electrons/holes, adsorption
on the catalyst, and, in the case of visible light irradiation, the
excitation of the dye itself. The latter was previously studied
elsewhere, which showed that excited electrons generated by
the dye can be transferred to the photocatalyst assisting the
degradation. However, this mechanism is less prevalent than
the direct excitation on the photocatalyst.39,40

To better understand the mechanisms behind the dye
bleaching, we first evaluated the •OH production among all
catalysts. We used coumarin, which is a probe that is oxidized
by hydroxyl radicals forming 7-hydroxycoumarin (7-HC),
which has strong fluorescence at 454 nm (ex = 332 nm).41 The
emission spectrum from the production of 7-HC is in the
Supporting Information (Figure S11). After 3 h of dark
incubation, the fluorescence produced by all catalysts is
approximately the same as time zero (T0), showing that light
is necessary to induce the formation of hydroxyl radicals from
the catalyst. Samples that were irradiated had increasing
fluorescence emission over time. The higher fluorescence from
the samples treated with TGF, especially because their
degradation rates were lower than the other materials was
noticeable. TGF has a significantly higher SSA (Table 1),
which increases the chances of the encounter between the
target molecules adsorbed on the catalyst and the short-lived
photogenerated holes and •OH. The latter tends to react with
nearby molecules with virtually no selectivity. Further we
evaluated crocin photodegradation under anaerobic condi-

tions. In the absence of oxygen, there is a decrease of the
overall photocatalytic activity (Figure S12). The 8.2, 22.3, and
33.9% decrease in photocatalytic activity for TNF, TGW, and
TGF, respectively, emphasizes that most of the bleaching is not
O2-related, possibly by OH radicals and by the adsorption of
the dye on the catalyst. In the absence of oxygen, the lower
bleaching values can be assigned to the decrease on OH
radicals’ production as previously described by other authors.
O2 also traps excited electrons, thus decreasing recombination
rates and generating oxygen centered radicals, such as
superoxide (O2•−) that also acts on the dye degradation.42−44

Reuse. Aiming at the practical application of the fibrous
TiO2-rich materials, the dye discoloration capability of the
reused fibrous TiO2 structures was evaluated for five catalytic
cycles (Figure 4). The tests were run in the same conditions as
the batch experiments under UVA/visible irradiation. The dye
bleaching was measured after 3 h by measuring the absorbance
at 440 nm and compared with the initial absorbance. All
materials kept similar degradation capabilities, even after 5
cycles. TNF efficiency went from 61 to 65%, TGW dropped
from 89 to 78% and TGF from 88 to 81%. The slight decrease
in degradation efficiency for TGW and TGF may reflect some
TiO2 leaching from the supported materials, something that
did not happen with TNF, which is made of 100% TiO2.
Continuous Flow Degradation. Solutions for photo-

catalytic water treatment are ideally processed under a
continuous flow using a fixed bed catalyst that allows for
uniform light distribution, easy scale-up, fast mixing, and faster
reactions. Here, we compared the performance of our three
fibrous materials using crocin as our surrogate dye. Using a
single-pass approach, we evaluated the performance of the
catalysts at 4 different flow rates, 10, 30, 50, and 100 mL/h.
The summary of the removal efficiency in the different flow
rates can be seen in Figure 5. Overall, slower flow rates lead to

higher degradation, which is attributed to the longer
residence/irradiation time (RT). A similar trend was also
observed in previous reports for the degradation of other dyes
like azo compounds and methyl orange.45−47

Since we chose to use the same TiO2 amount for all
catalysts, the volumes of each fibrous material were different
inside the tubes, changing the residence time (RT) for the
catalysts analyzed. All fibrous materials were able to be used in
the flow system and were capable to bleach the dye in shorter
times. In general, for all rates, TGW outperformed the other
photocatalyst with maximum dye removal of 89% at 10 mL/h.

Figure 4. Reusability test results of the 5 cycles of crocin bleaching,
followed at 440 nm. Experiments run in batch with an initial dye
concentration of 8.1 μM and under UVA irradiation (18 W/m2).

Figure 5. Crocin bleaching (%) using TGW (black), TGF (blue), or
TNF (red) in a continuous flow system.
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As a comparison, at 50 mL/h, TGW bleached 43% of the dye
with 35 s of RT, which would take at least 1 h of irradiation in
our batch system. At the same flow rate, TGF removed 15% of
the dye with an RT of 90 s and TNF removed 18% of the
crocin with an RT of 115 s. The longer retention time together
with better TiO2 distribution resulted in better photocatalytic
activity for TGW. TNF which also had high degradation rates
in the batch experiments did not perform as well in flow.
Continuous flow systems enable better light distribution
favoring materials with higher volumes and better photo-
catalyst distribution such as TGW. On the other hand, TNF
has a compact form due to the higher TiO2 content not being
as favorable with improvements in light distribution.
Interested on the results from the single-pass degradation,

we selected the best working catalyst, TGW to observe the
results from the degradations. After 90% bleaching at 440 nm,
no color could be seen in the liquid. We then proceeded to
observe the changes in the solution using HPLC. In Figure
S15, we can see the HPLC peaks at 400 nm for the initial
solution (in black). The conjugated structure of crocin allows
for the formation of several isomers, which can be seen in
peaks 1−5. Their absorbance profile (insert) shows similar
absorbance spectra. After treatment with TGW and light, no
other peak is visible proving the degradation of the molecule.
Catalyst Comparison. The development of suitable

photocatalysts for water treatment reactors is a complex
challenge that comprises catalytic performance, durability, cost
efficiency, and range of action, among others.48 In this study,
we investigated and compared three fibrous TiO2-rich
structures that are suitable for flow systems. Aiming for their
real-life application, we selected five categories, mechanical
properties, price/synthesis convenience, dye degradation in
batch and flow, as well as compatibility with flow systems and
ranked the three catalysts from 1 to 3 for each of those
categories. The data were then plotted in a radar plot for easy
visualization.
The first category is mechanical properties, which we

compared as how easy it is to manipulate those materials.
For example, TNF are made of 100% TiO2 which is a brittle
material that can be easily broken when moved between
surfaces and added into the treatment tubes. In contrast, TGF
is a flexible paper that can be easily manipulated and breaks
less easily. The second aspect evaluated is how flow-compatible
are those materials. This category considers how easy it is to
position them into glass flow tubes and how stable they are

inside those tubes. In this category, TNF also scored lower
than the other materials since it can be broken when
transferred into the tubes and it tends to move with the
flow. Both glass-supported TiO2 materials were easier to insert
into tubes and retain inside as the liquid flows. In particular,
TGW, which ranks in the first place for this criterion, can be
easily packed into the tubes, allowing the use of more catalysts,
and can take different shapes adapting to the system being
used. Moving to dye degradation performance in batch tests,
we compared their performance bleaching crocin under UVA/
visible (∼400 nm) irradiation. Using the data displayed in
Figure 3, we can see that TNF had a higher degradation rate
under light irradiation, followed by TGW and TGF. Higher
degradation rates mean that short treatment times are
necessary using the same amount of catalyst.
Finally, we ranked the catalysts according to their synthesis

convenience (availability, cost, scalability, and safety). TNF are
synthesized using electrospinning that required high voltages
together with flammable solvents. Although it is a low-cost
technique,49 it imposes a fire hazard that requires specialized
labor and higher safety environments. For safety reasons, TNF
was placed last in this category. Moving to TGW, the synthesis
is done inside a glass tube, which does not require any special
apparatus or equipment. However, glass wool must be treated
with acid (HCl), followed by APTES attachment and
overnight treatment with TiO2 precursors. Compared to the
other methods, it takes longer to obtain the final material.
However, it is important to emphasize that the synthesis of
TGW can be easily scaled up. Lastly, TGF came in first for this
category as there is no prepreparation of the supporting
material. The high surface area of the commercial glass fiber
filter allows for effective TiO2 deposition. Moreover, the
material can be cut and shaped in the desired size, and TiO2
precursors are added using a clothing iron, proving to be a
simpler and inexpensive solution. Note that calcination
treatment was not used as a comparison since all of the
materials undergo similar processes.
Based on the radar plot (Figure 6), the catalysts were

divided into two main categories, chemical descriptors, which
are related to their catalytic activity, with TGW and TNF
shown in the upper level of the right and bottom quadrants.
On the other hand, there are physical descriptors, which are
associated with the mechanical and synthetic aspects. In this
case, TGF was placed in the upper level of the left and upper
quadrants. The exception is TGW that took the upper level of

Figure 6. Radar plot of the fibrous catalysts for a relative comparison according to their physical features and chemical activity. The TiO2-rich
catalysts were ranked from 1 to 3 in the five categories, based on the results from this contribution.
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flow compatibility, which makes it a great candidate for flow
applications due to its high performance and compatibility with
continuous flow reactors.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The photochemical treatment of contaminated water requires
the discovery of safe, durable, and cost-efficient catalysts that
can operate in the UVA or visible regions. The materials
reported here operate at the edge of these spectral regions, are
fully compatible with flow methods, and can be prepared from
readily available materials. Among the materials tested here,
glass wool is the recommended support for flow-related
applications, although glass filter materials offer some
advantages relating to mechanical and synthetic properties,
for example, no APTES treatment is required. The dye crocin
serves as an excellent screening material, although ultimately
the complete photodegradation of drug contaminants and the
potential killing of bacteria will need to be evaluated. Overall,
the three new photocatalysts studied offer a major advantage
over the powder catalysts frequently used.
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